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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To facilitate operation for program selection key and to

reduce the selection time by using a learning function utilizing past view information

so as to display the program content.

SOLUTION: View information is stored in a nonvolatile memory 9 and used for

execution of the learning function. For example, view number of times, period and time

information is used and the information is stored in the memory 9 for each channel.

The learning function decides priority of a channel based on view information. That is,

the priority of each channel is converted into a numeral through function processing

using view information as an input parameter and the priority is decided by the



numeral. Then an on-screen guide generating circuit 4 generates a program content

display menu in the order of higher priority and displayed on a CRT 8 as initial menu or

user s request. Thus, channels preferred by the user are arranged in order on the

screen and then the number of times of cursor moving is reduced for program

selection and the time required for the selection is decreased.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The contents display of a program characterized by performing the contents

display of a program which reflected liking of a user using the result of a study means
to use the viewing-and-listening information on a user's past, in the contents display

of a program for displaying a channel number and the contents of a program to a user

in order to choose the program of television broadcasting or voice broadcast.



[Claim 2] The contents display of a program according to claim 1 characterized by

being that the contents display of a program according to liking of a user gives priority

to the display order of a channel.

[Claim 3] Claim 1 which has the storage which accumulates channel information, such

as a count of viewing and listening to which the user viewed and listened in the past a

viewing-and-listening stage, and viewing-and-listening time amount, and has the

function to use this count of viewing and listening, a viewing-and-listening stage,

viewing-and-listening time amount, etc. for priority decision, or the contents display

of a program given in 2.

[Claim 4] The contents display of a program according to claim 3 with which a channel

number and the contents of a program are displayed on the screen of a television

receiver.

[Claim 5] The contents display of a program according to claim 3 which grouping of

the contents of a program is carried out according to a category, and is characterized

by using said learning function in order to prepare priority in the display order of this

category in the contents display of a program by the layered structure as the program

belonging to this category is chosen after category selection at the time of program

selection.

[Claim 6] The contents display of a program given in claims 4 and 5 built in the

receiver for said television broadcasting being digital broadcasting which transmits the

program compressed using digital compression algorithms, such as MPEG, using

transmission medias, such as a satellite, a cable, and a ground wave, and receiving this

broadcast.

[Claim 7] The contents display of a program according to claim 6 characterized by

having the function which displays contents of a program which are different to two or

more users, respectively, and performing said learning function according to a user.

[Claim 8] The contents display of a program according to claim 6 characterized by

dividing the viewing-and-listening time amount of a program in two or more time

zones, having the function which displays different contents of a program for every

time zone, and performing said learning function for every time zone.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]



[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the contents display of a program
which displays on a screen information required in order to choose the program for

which a user wishes from two or more channels in television broadcasting.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] By displaying the race card of television broadcasting on
a television screen, JP.4-1 96823.A has one proposal about the technique which
improves the operability of program reservation. This tends to raise the operability

about a user's program reservation by receiving the data about the race card of a

program from the telephone line etc., and displaying this.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, by this approach, it is not

taken into consideration at all about the display of a race card. Then, there are few
channels, when it is about at most 20 channels, it is thought that there is no problem,

but when the number of channels increases, in order to choose a desired program,

actuation of very many counts, for example, a cursor advance, must be performed, and
it takes time amount by the end of selection. For example, at DSS
(digital-satellite-broadcasting system) from which service began in the U.S. last year,

by CATV digital broadcasting which can choose no less than 1 75 channels, and will be
planned in the future, the channel which also amounts to 500 channels is selectable,

and it has become an actual demand to choose a desired channel quickly.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] So, in this invention, it has a means to accumulate
the information about the program to which the user viewed and listened in the past,

at least the channel priority according to liking of a user is set up by the learning

function based on this viewing-and-listening information, and a channel display order
is rearranged into order with a high priority, or attachment of a form intelligible for a

user, for example, a color, size, and a priority number is carried out.

[0005] Moreover, in another description of this invention, a setup of two or more
priority is enabled by performing a learning function for every user and every time
zone. Therefore, in this invention, based on viewing and listening of a user's past, a

channel display is adjusted automatically, and is performed, and the time amount
which the count of a key input for choosing the program for which it wishes, and
selection take can be reduced.

[0006]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, according to a drawing, one example of this

invention applied to DSS is explained. First, DSS which is digital broadcasting using a

satellite is explained briefly. In DSS, using the digital compression algorithm by the
MPEG method, Time Division Multiplexing of two or more programs, data, etc. is

carried out to one bit stream, and it is transmitted. MPEG is the digital compression



method standardized by ISO/IEC, and the standardization current [ two kinds of] has
ended it (MPEG1 and MPEG 2). The detail of the compression algorithm of MPEG 1

and 2 is shown in ISO/IEC 1 1 172 and 13818, respectively.

[0007] Moreover, in the case of DSS, a channel shall mean transmission of one
program and does not mean one transponder of a satellite, i.e., one frequency. That is,

in DSS broadcast, two or more channels by one transponder shall be sent, and each
channel shall have a channel number. Therefore, if it is a satellite, one frequency will

have two or more channel numbers.

[0008] Therefore, in order to choose a program, the program for which it wishes from
the bit stream obtained after the program chose first the frequency by which multiplex

is carried out is chosen.

[0009] Drawing 1 is the circuit block diagram of the television receiver which
contained the contents display capabilities of a program. In drawing 1 , the signal to

which 1 has been transmitted by media, such as a satellite and a cable, with the

input-signal input terminal is inputted. The tuner for 2 restoring to the signal

modulated by the modulation technique suitable for said transmission media, and
generating baseband signaling and 3 are the image processing circuits for considering

the output of a tuner 2 as an input and changing into the signal according to a display

format.

[0010] The on screen guide generation circuit which generates the contents display

screen of a program for 4 to indicate the contents of a program by onscreen one, and

5 with user interfaces, such as a key input of remote control While the user
information input terminal into which program selection information etc. is inputted,

and 6 control said contents display screen of a program based on the user information

from this user information input terminal 5 CPU for controlling said tuner 2, in order to

choose the program for which a user wishes, and 7 consider the output signal from
said image processing circuit 3, and the output signal of said on screen guide

generation circuit 4 as an input. The multiplexer for controlling to carry out the

selection output of either with the control signal from said CPU6 and 8 are CRT
displays.

[001 1] In addition, the on screen guide generation circuit 4 creates the information on
an on screen guide according to the program information sent from a satellite.

[0012] An example of the contents display screen of a program is shown in drawing 4 .

In drawing, a screen horizontal direction expresses a time-axis, the channel is

expressed perpendicularly, and the contents of a program, such as a title of each
program, are arranged in the shape of a matrix. "A"-"P" expresses the program title

among drawing. In a screen, a color and a shade are changed so that the program used
as the candidate for selection can distinguish from other programs (the part to which
the color and shade of the program which serves as a candidate for selection for

convenience here were changed will be called cursor.). It is also possible to of course



actually display the marker of a predetermined configuration separately on a screen.

[0013] The program of "D" is chosen in drawing 4 now. In order to choose a program,

it is made to move to the location of a program where a user wishes cursor with

cursor advance means, such as an arrow key (for example, migration on four

directions is realized), and a program is chosen by pressing the key (here, it being

called a selection key) for opting for program selection. For example, when the

program for which it wishes is "I", by pushing a right arrow key for a down arrow key

once, cursor is moved to T' from "D" (refer to the arrow head in drawing 4 ), and

program'T' can be chosen by pressing a selection key.

[0014] Since the number of channels displayed on one screen is restricted, other

channels are displayed when the channel which cannot be displayed pushes a down
arrow key and an up arrow key for cursor from the channel of the bottom or the

maximum upper case further, respectively. Since the time zone displayed on one

screen also about time amount is restricted, in displaying the time zone before the

time zone currently displayed, when displaying a next time zone for a left arrow key,

the program of other time zones is displayed by continuing pushing a right arrow key.

However, it shall be displayed here that a time-axis progresses toward the right from

the screen top left. A joy stick, a trackball, etc. can be used for others as a cursor

advance means.

[0015] The contents display screen of a program as shown in drawing 4 is generated in

the on screen guide generation circuit 4, and is displayed on a CRT screen based on

the demand from a user as an initial screen. That is, in displaying the usual program on

CRT8 by the multiplexer 7, it chooses the output of the image processing circuit 3

inputted into the a side, and when displaying the contents display screen of a program,

it changes with the control signal from CPU so that the b side may be chosen.

Moreover, CPU6 controls so that a tuner 2 outputs the channel of the program

chosen by the selection key input from a user. Therefore, a cursor advance means, a

selection key, and the contents display screen of a program need to be display

required as a key input means from a user.

[0016] Next, category selection is described. The hierarchical program selection

approach can be considered as it chooses from the program belonging to the category

after choosing a category first, when a group part opium poppy and a user choose a

program as categories [ program / each ], such as a sport and a drama. The example

of a screen display of category selection is shown in drawing 5 and drawing 6 .

[0017] Drawing 5 is a category selection screen and drawing 6 is a program selection

screen displayed after choosing a specific category on this category selection screen.

The channel number of the program belonging to the selected category, start time,

end time, a program title, etc. are expressed as this program selection screen. A
program is chosen, when in [ both of ] a screen a user moves cursor with cursor

advance means, such as an arrow key, and a selection key is pressed. Furthermore,



each category can also be classified into further two or more subcategories. For

example, as shown in drawing 7 , after choosing the category of a sport, subcategories,

such as baseball and golf, are displayed.

[0018] Next, it explains to drawing 1 in relation to return and a learning function. The

memory 9 of drawing 1 is a storage means for accumulating the information on the

channel to which the user viewed and listened in the past, for example, is nonvolatile

memory, such as EEPROM. The viewing-and-listening information accumulated in

memory 9 is needed in order to perform said learning function, and it uses the count N
of viewing and listening (count seen within the predetermined period), the

viewing-and-listening stage T (information ago [ what day ] it saw), and the

viewing-and-listening time amount L (viewing-and-listening time amount within a

predetermined period). And such information is recorded on memory 9 for every

channel.

[0019] Next, it explains in more detail about a learning function. The learning function

for a program display is a function to determine the priority of the channel according

to liking of a user based on said viewing-and-listening information. For example, by

function processing which makes viewing-and-listening information an input

parameter, the priority of each channel is changed into a numeric value <TXF
FR=0002 HE=025 WI=080 LX=1 100 LY=0300>, and priority is determined based on the

numeric value. That is, it is as follows when the function processing for searching for a

priority is expressed with a formula.

[0020]

[Equation 1]

Y = f (n, Wl, W2, W3, - . . Wn, ti, tL\ U, . . . tn) (l)

[0021] Here, the count of viewing and listening and wk (k= 1, 2, ... n) express the

viewing-and-listening stage of the k-th viewing and listening, and, as for tk (k= 1, 2, ...

n), the thing and n to which Y expressed the priority numerically express the

viewing-and-listening time amount of the k-th viewing and listening. Although various

things can be considered in Function f, a concrete example is shown below.

[0022]

[Equation 2]

n

Y - 2 (fw(wk) x ft (tO) ... (2)
k=l

[0023] fw and ft are the functions for carrying out the viewing—and-listening stage T
and weighting to the viewing-and-listening time amount L here, respectively. Although

weighting of the formula 2 was carried out to the viewing-and-listening stage T and

the viewing-and-listening time amount L in each viewing and listening, respectively,



after it asks for a product it performs the add operation to all viewing and listening.

[0024] As a respectively concrete example, the following can be considered about fw

and ft. fw is the weighting function of the viewing-and-listening stage T, and it

enlarges weighting, so that the viewing-and-listening stage T is close to current.

Although refused here, let a priority Y be what has the high priority of a channel, so

that a numeric value is large. The example of fw is shown below.

[0025]

[Equation 3]

I
10 - Wk <wk - 0, 1, ...9)

fw(wk) =1 1 (wk * 10) • (3J

[0026] As for wk, the viewing-and-listening day of the channel shows ago [ what day ]

it is, and if it is two days ago, wk will be set to "2" here. Although expressed with the

primary function here, as long as it is the function which decreases in monotone, what
kind of function may be used. Moreover, although it cannot distinguish between
weighting to the program which wrote maximum as 10 and was watched before nine

days ago with the function of a formula 3, a difference can be attached by enlarging

maximum. Next, the example of ft is shown.

[0027]

[Equation 4]

ft(tk) = tk ... (4)

[0028] That is, viewing-and-listening time amount is used as it is. For example, it will

be set to "2 "if [ it views and listens for 30 minutes ]" 0.5" if it changes into an

integral value by the time basis, and it views and listens for 2 hours. In order to attain

the increase in efficiency of an operation, consideration of ignoring etc. is also

required for the thing of extremely short viewing-and-listening time amount. What is

necessary is just the function which carries out the increment in monotone not only in

a primary function also about ft.

[0029] By using the above-mentioned function, a priority becomes high, so that the

viewing-and-listening time amount L is so long that the viewing-and-listening stage T
is close to current again. The function shown here is an example to the last, and the

degree of weighting of the viewing-and-listening stage T and the

viewing-and-listening time amount L should be chosen so that liking of a user may be

reflected. For example, if weighting of the viewing-and-listening time amount T is

enlarged, ft will be changed as follows.

[0030]

[Equation 5]

ft (tk) = 2 x tk . . . (5)



[0031] Moreover, it can use independently, or each viewing-and-listening information

can be combined partially, and can also be used. For example, it is also possible to use

the count N of viewing and listening, or to combine the count N of viewing and

listening and viewing-and-listening time amount L
[0032] Thus, if the priority of a channel is decided and a channel will be displayed on

the high order of priority (for example, the high program of priority is expressed as the

screen of drawing 4 sequentially from a screen top), the time amount which the

channel which a user likes will be located in a line in an order from a screen top, and

there are few counts of the key input for moving said cursor, and ends, therefore

selection takes will also become short.

[0033] Next, the still more concrete method of realizing a learning function is

explained according to an example. Drawing 7 shows the DS in this example. A display

channel table is a table which arranged the receivable channel number (channel NO.)

in the high order of priority, and is constituted in memory 9. And it is displayed on the

high order of priority from a top by performing a display like drawing 3 with reference

to this display channel table.

[0034] Individual viewing-and-listening data are data saved temporarily because of

collection of viewing-and-listening information, and save Channel NO, the

viewing-and-listening start time of the channel, and end time. Individual

viewing-and-listening data are also constituted in memory 9.

[0035] Viewing-andHistening information data are prepared corresponding to each

channel, and are equipped with Channel NO, Japanese another viewing-and-listening

information 1-5, and a priority evaluation value. As for Japanese another

viewing-and-listening information, the sum total viewing-and-listening time amount

about the date and its channel of the day is memorized. Then, the

viewing-and-listening data of the part (it is not the continuous part on the 5th) on the

5th will be saved for every channel. A priority evaluation value is the numeric data

calculated by the above performance indices. For example, it is the numeric value

calculated based on the data of the viewing-and-listening date memorized by five

Japanese another viewing-and-listening information and viewing-and-listening time

amount, and it is the numeric value judged that priority is high, so that the value of this

numeric value is large. Viewing-and-listening information data are also formed in

memory 9.

[0036] Since individual viewing-and-listening data are memorized by volatile memory,

storage is lost with power-source OFF. Display channel data and the

viewing-and-listening information data corresponding to each channel number are

memorized by nonvolatile memory, and storage is not lost for power-source OFF,

either.

[0037] Drawing 8 is a flow chart which shows learning function processing. Processing

shown in drawing at the time of power-source OFF and a channel change-over is



performed at the time of power-source ON. First, it checks whether it is at the

power-source OFF or channel change-over time (step 1). If it is at the power-source

OFF or channel change-over time, it will progress to step 2. When different, it

progresses to step 3.

[0038] At step 2, current time is set to individual viewing-and-listening data as end

time. Then, the viewing-and-listening time amount of the channel (channel NO of

individual viewing-and-listening data) is calculable from the start time (the start time

of viewing and listening of the channel is set beforehand) and end time of individual

viewing-and-listening data. At step 4, this viewing-and-listening time amount is

calculated, and it investigates whether that value is larger than the conventional time

(for example, 10 minutes) defined beforehand. If small, it is not used as data of study

processing, but it will ignore and will progress to step 8.

[0039] When larger than the conventional time, viewing-and-listening information data

are set up at step 5. Like the above-mentioned, viewing-and-listening information

data include five Japanese another viewing-and-listening information. Japanese

another viewing-and-listening information has aligned in the old order of the date from

1 to 5. Therefore, Japanese another viewing-and-listening information 5 serves as the

newest data. At step 5, the viewing-and-listening information data of the same

channel NO as the channel NO of individual viewing-and-listening data are accessed,

and the date of Japanese another viewing-and-listening information 5 is compared

with a current date. If the date is the same, only the viewing-and-listening time

amount which calculated the value of the viewing-and-listening time amount of

Japanese another viewing-and-listening information 5 based on individual

viewing-and-listening data is made to increase, and it saves. That is, the

viewing-and-listening information on the channel which the user was looking at is

updated, and it progresses to the following step 6 until now.

[0040] When the dates differ, it shifts one [ at a time ] Japanese another

viewing-and-listening information 2-5 (Japanese another viewing-and-listening

information 2 is set to 1 , and Japanese another viewing-and-listening information 5 is

set to 4), and it is new to Japanese another viewing-and-listening information 5, and a

current date and the viewing-and-listening time amount now calculated based on the

information on individual viewing-and-listening data are set up. And it progresses to

step 6. That is, viewing-and-listening information data are updated by processing of

step 5 so that the newest viewing-and-listening information on the part (it is not

necessarily continuing) on the 5th may be included.

[0041] At step 6, the evaluation value of priority is calculated based on the updated

data, and a new evaluation value is set to viewing-and-listening information data. And

according to the updated priority, a display channel table is rewritten at the following

step 7. This is processing which rearranges a channel number into order with a high

evaluation value, and a channel number will be arranged by the display channel table in



the high order of a priority foreword after this processing based on the newest

situation.

[0042] At step 8, a setup of the new channel number to individual

viewing-and-listening data and a setup to the start time of current time are performed

after modification of a display channel at the time of channel change-over actuation.

However, this processing is not performed at the time of power-source OFF.

[0043] Since the channel display table was updated by the above processing, from a

next display, a channel is displayed in the updated sequence.

[0044] Moreover, at the time of power-source ON, at step 3, the channel number and

start time which are then chosen are set as individual viewing-and-listening data, and

processing of drawing 8 is completed. And at the time of the next change-over, it

processes to the appearance explained above using this data.

[0045] Next, the example in the case of setting up priority a user exception or

according to a time zone is described. This is needed when it is expected that the

inclination of the program which he watches by the user or the time zone (a morning,

daytime, night) to see changes, and it can set up the optimal priority to each user and

each time zone. The block diagram of an example is shown in drawing 2 . The same
number is attached to the same functional block as drawing 1 , and explanation is

omitted.

[0046] drawing — setting — 9a, 9b, and ... 9x need to be nonvolatile memory, such as

EEPROM which memorizes the viewing-and-listening information on a different user

or a different time zone, respectively, do not need to be two or more memory, and can

also share one memory, x is equivalent to the number of users, or the number of time

zones here. A priority setup by said learning function is independently performed to

each memory information, respectively. About a learning function, the aforementioned

function can be used as it is. However, to set up according to a user, a user needs to

input the information for identifying a user before program selection.

[0047] Moreover, in according to time zone, CPU6 needs to perform processing which

distributes viewing-and-listening information to the memory for time zones in which

the time amount to which the user viewed and listened to a program is included.

Moreover, in order to indicate that there is a program with an only high priority to a

user, a priority number, classification by color, and a display-size division can also be

given to a display program using the result (priority) depended on an above-mentioned

learning function.

[0048] In above-mentioned digital broadcast service, if fixed period receiving tariffs,

such as a free program and a monthly contract, are paid, the so-called program of the

pay per view which can view and listen to a specific program will be sponsored by

contracting for every program to which it can view and listen at any time, and program,

and paying a predetermined tariff. Since it is thought that liking of a viewer appears

notably on the occasion of reception of a pay program, especially the program of pay



per view, if it takes into consideration carrying out several times [ usual ] as many
weighting as this about the selection result of the program of pay per view etc., the

priority display which reflected liking of a viewer more is realizable.

[0049] in addition, the television receiver or monitor receiving set which does not have

on screen guide display capabilities by building the change circuit or multiplexer 7 of

the on screen guide generation circuit 4, the user information input terminal 5, CPU6,
memory 9 and an on screen guide signal, and a receiving video signal in an

accepting-station [ which is called IRD ] for digital broadcasting, or CATV
accepting-station side although aimed at the television receiver which has program

display capabilities in an above-mentioned example — connection — suppose that it

is available.

[0050]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, in a device with many the

numbers of channels and the numbers of categories etc., the key stroke and selection

time amount which it not only can tell a user about existence of its favorite program at

coincidence, but program selection takes can be shortened like American DSS (digital

satellite system) and an American CATV terminal like the accepting station of the

service which also amounts to 150-500 channels.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing one example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing other examples of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the schematic diagram of the contents display screen of a program.

[Drawing 4] It is the schematic diagram of the category display screen.

[Drawing 5] It is the schematic diagram of the race card according to category.

[Drawing 6] It is the schematic diagram of the subcategory display screen.

[Drawing 7] It is drawing showing the DS relevant to a learning function.

[Drawing 8] It is the flow chart of the processing relevant to a learning function.

[Description of Notations]

2 Tuner

3 Image Processing Circuit

4 On Screen Guide Generation Circuit



6 CPU

7 Multiplexer

8 CRT

9 Memory
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